
12.1 Interior-Point MethodThe �rst polynomial-time algorithm for linear programming is the ellep-soid method. However, the interior-point method is learly more importantsine it runs faster both theoretially and pratially. In the interior-pointmethod, a nonlinear potential funtion is usually introdued so that non-linear optimization tehniques are employed in solving linear programming.To explain this idea expliitly, let us present the �rst interior-point algo-rithm, Karmarkar's algorithm, in this setion.Karmarkar's algorithm deals with the problem in the following form.minimize Txsubjet to Ax = 0;eTx = 1;x � 0; (2.1.1)where e = (1; � � � ; 1)T . Suppose that the minimumvalue of problem (2.1.1)is non-negative. Karmarkar's algorithm determines whether the minimumvalue is zero and �nds an optimal point if the minimum value is zero.Before introduing Karmarkar's algorithm, we explain how to transferthe usual form of linear programming to the one in form (2.1.1). Considerthe following usual form:maximize Txsubjet to ATx � b: (2.1.2)First, note that the dual of (2.1.2) is as follows.minimize bTysubjet to Ay = ;y � 0: (2.1.3)By the duality theorem of linear programming, (2.1.2) has an optimal so-lution if and only if the optimal value of the following problem is zero.minimize bTy � Txsubjet to Ay = ; ATx � ;y � 0: (2.1.4)Introduing slak variables and writing x as the di�erene of two nonneg-ative vetors, (2.1.4) an be redued to (2.1.1) exept that eTx = 1 maynot hold. Furthermore, we an obtain (2.1.1) by hanging all variablesx1; � � � ; xn in the following way.zi = xi=(1 + x1 + � � �+ xn); i = 1; 2; � � � ; n;zn+1 = 1=(1 + x1 + � � �+ xn):



2 Instead of linear objetive funtion, Karmarkar onsidered the followingpotential funtion: g(x) = (Tx)nx1 � � �xn :He then applied a gradient method to this nonlinear objetive funtion withlinear onstraints. In this gradient method, a searh diretion is determinedbased on the gradient at the urrent point and then a line searh is per-formed along the diretion in order to �nd a new point with better valueof the potential funtion. A very tehnial method is also employed to dothe line searh.In order to determine the searh step length, he �rst introdued a pro-jetion transformation whih maps the urrent point xk to the enter ofthe simplex S = fx j eTx = 1;x � 0g:yi = (xi=xki)Pnj=1(xj=xkj) :Under this transformation, the potential funtion beomesĝ(y) = (̂Ty)ny1 � � �yn = g(x);and the simplex S maps to itself. Note that the gradient of the denominatorof ĝ(y) at the enter yk = ( 1n ; � � � ; 1n ) is (1; � � � ; 1) whih is perpendiularto the simplex. The steepest desent feasible diretion is the gradient pro-jetion of numerator into the tangent plane fd j eTd = 0; Âd = 0g whereÂ = A0B� xn1 0.. .0 xkn 1CA :Let d denote this projetion. Let yk+1 = yk+�d=kdk where � = 12pn(n�1).Note that the minimumdistane from the enter yk to the boundary of thesimplex is 2�. Thus, yk+1 is a feasible point. The new point xk+1 isseleted to be the ordinary image of the point yk+1 under the projetivetransformation, namely,xk+1;i = xkiyk+1;iPnj=1 xkjyk+1;j :Next, we estimate the ratio g(xk+1)=g(xk) = ĝ(yk+1)=ĝ(yk). Sine Ty islinear, it dereases in a onstant rate along a diretion. Let x� be an optimal



2.1. INTERIOR-POINT METHOD 3point of (2.1.1) and y� the image of x� under the projetive transformation.It is lear that ̂Ty� = 0. Note that the distane between yk and y� is notgreater than that between yk and point (1; 0; � � �; 0). The latter distaneis p(n� 1)=n. Thus, the desent rate of ̂Ty along the diretion y� � ykis not smaller than ̂Tyk=p(n� 1)=n. Sine d is the steepest desentfeasible diretion of ̂Ty at yk, the desent rate of ̂Ty along d is at least̂Tyk=p(n� 1)=n. Therefore,̂Tyk+1 � ̂Tyk � �̂Tykr nn� 1 = ̂Tyk�1� 12(n� 1)� :So, the numerator of ĝ(yk+1)the numerator of ĝ(yk) � �1� 12(n� 1)�n :Sine the denominator of ĝ(yk) = ( 1n )n, the remainder is to �nd a lowerbound for the denominator of ĝ(yk+1). Write yk+1 = ( 1n +"1; � � � ; 1n +"n)Twhere "1; � � � ; "n satisfynXi=1 "i = nXi=1(yk+1;i � yki) = 0;nXi=1 "2 = kyk+1 � ykk2 = 14n(n� 1) :We study the following optimization problem:minimize �("1; � � � ; "n) = Qni=1(1 + n"i)subjet to Pni=1 "i = 0;Pni=1 "2i = 14n(n�1): (2.1.5)By Lagrange's method, an optimal solution ("�1; � � � ; "�n) of (2.1.5) mustsatisfy equations 11 + n"�i = � � "�i + � for i = 1; � � � ; n;where � and � are Lagrange multiplers. That is, "�i 's are all solutions ofquadrati equation n�"2 + (� + n�)" + � � 1 = 0:Thus, "�i 's have at most two possible values. Sine Pni=1 "�i = 0, all "�i 'sbeing equal implies "�i = 0 for all i, ontraditing the seond onstraint.



4Hene, "�i have exatly two values; one is positive and another is negative.We laim that only one of "�i 's an be negative. In fat, suppose to theontrary that "�1 = "�2 < 0. Without loss of generality, assume "�3 > 0.Denote a = "�1 + "�2 + "�3 and b = ("�1)2 + ("�2)2 + ("�3)2. Clearly,(1 + n"�1)(1 + n"�2)(1 + n"�3) = 1 + na+ n22 (a2 � b) + n3"�1"�2"�3> 1 + na+ n22 (a2 � b):Selet �"1 < �"2 = �"3 suh that �"1 + �"2 + �"3 = a and �"21 + �"22 + �"23 = b.Similarly, we an obtain (1 + n�"1)(1 + n�"2)(1 + n�"3) < 1 + na + n22 (a2 �b). Therefore, �(�"1; �"2; �"3; "�4; � � � ; "�n) < �("�1; � � � ; "�n), ontraditing theoptimality of ("�1; � � � ; "�n). Now, assuming "�1 < "�2 = � � � = "�n, it is easy tosee that "�1 = �1=(2n) and "�2 = � � � = "�n = 1=(2n(n� 1)). Thus,nYi=1(1 + n"i) � 12 �1 + 12(n� 1)�n�1 :Hene ĝ(yk+1)ĝ(yk) = (̂Tyk+1=̂Tyk)nQni=1(1 + n"i) � �1� 12(n�1)�n12 �1 + 12(n�1)�n�1= 2�1� 12(n� 1)� � 1�1 + 1n�1:5�n�1 � 2e :Here, we note that (1 + 1x)x+0:5 onverges dereasingly to e. Therefore,Txk � Txk(xk1 � � �xkn)1=n � �2e�k=n Tx1(x11 � � �x1n)1=n = �2e�k=n Tx1:Clearly, if (2.1.1) has a positive optimal value, then Txk > �2e�k=n Tx1.Suppose that all oeÆients are integers of absolute values less than T . Weknow that eah extreme point of polytope fx jAx = 0; eTx = 1;x � 0gis a rational vetor whose omponents are all of denominator less thannnTn. Therefore, if k = d(n2 log2 n + n2 log2 T � log2(Tx1))= log2( e2)e =O(n2 log2 n), then Txk > (2e )k=nTx1. This means that in a polynomialnumber of iterations the algorithm an �nd whether the optimal value of(2.1.1) is zero. If the optimal value is zero, then Txk � (2e )k=nTx1 <n�nT�n. Find an extreme point x� of the polytope suh that Tx� � Txk.



2.1. INTERIOR-POINT METHOD 5Then x� is an optimal point. Note that a linear programming with rationaloeÆients an be transformed to the one with integer oeÆients by mul-tiplying a number. Therefore, Karmarkar's algorithm is a polynomial-timealgorithm for linear programming with rational oeÆients.Karmarkar's algorithm is the �rst interior-point algorithm for linearprogramming. After the publiation of Karmarkar's algorithm, many suhkind of interior-point methods have been designed for linear and onvexoptimization problems. All these methods view ombinatorial objets aslimiting ases of nonlinear ontinuous objets and exploit the topologialand geometri properties of the ontinuous spae.Exerises1. Give an example to expain that a linear programming not satisfyingthe nondegeneray assumption may still have a one-to-one and ontoorrespomdene between basi feasible solutions and feasible bases.2. Show that verties of the feasible reion are invariant under transfor-mation from a linear programming to its standard form.3. Generalize the greedy algorithm for Knapsak in setion 1.1 to ob-tain a polynomial-time (1 +m)-approximation for the resoure man-agement problem (??).4. Generalize the generalized greedy algorithm for Knapsak in setion1.1 to obtain a PTAS for the resoure management problem (??).5. Suppose there exists a one-to-one and onto orrespondene betweenbasi feasible solutions and feasible bases for a linear programming.Disuss whether the simplex method an avoid yle for suh a linearprogramming or not.6. Use the optimal feasible basis obtained in example 1 (setion 2.2) tosolve the following linear programming with the simplex method:minz = �2x1 � x2subjet to x1 + x2 � x3 + x6 = 3�x1 + x2 � x4 + x7 = 1x1 + 2x2 + x5 = 8x1; x2; : : : ; x7 � 0:7. Use the lexiographial ordering method to solve the linear program-ming (example 2) in setion 2.2.



6 8. Suppose x� is an optimal solution of the linear programming (??)obtained from the general over problem by relaxation. De�nexAj = � 1 if x�j � 1=f0 otherwisewhere f = max1�i�mPnj=1 aij. Show that xA is an f-approximationof the general over problem.9. Formulate the maximum independent set problem as a resoure man-agement problem with unlimited number of resoures.10. Please extend the 2-approximation for Vertex-Cover using maxi-mal mathing from unweighted ase to weighted ase.11.Historial NotesReferenesCharnes, A. [1952℄, Optimality and degeneray in linear programming,Eonometria 20, 160-170.Dantzig, G.B. [1951℄, Maximizationof a linear funtion of variables subjetto linear inequalities, Chap. XXI of Ativity Analysis of Produtionand Alloation, (Cowles CommissionMonograph 13), T.C. Koopmans(ed.), John-Wiley, New York, 1951.


